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Book two in the Fretboard Theory series picks up
where the first volume leaves off and takes your
guitar playing and musical knowledge to a whole
new level. You learn advanced applications and new
musical concepts. There is information for rhythm
guitarists, lead guitarists, improvisers, and
composers. Each chapter focuses on applications
found in popular music and includes familiar song
references. * Gain new perspective on keys and
tonalities so that you have total control over the
music you play * Get to know scale formulas and
new number systems so you know music from the
inside out * Push to and resolve on chords using
dominant function and voice leading * Change keys,
borrow chords, and mix modes in order to add more
variety to your chord progressions * Get jazzy by
using chromatic, diminished, and augmented
passing chords * Become a more proficient lead
guitarist by narrowing your focus to the scale
patterns preferred by the pros * Make your lead lines
more melodic and give them more direction with
chord tone soloing * Create new sounds and new
chord progressions with the harmonic minor scale *
Add more depth and dimension to your playing by
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using pedal point and pedal tones Video Fretboard
Theory Volume II is also available as a 12-hour
video series that is sold separately on the author's
GuitarMusicTheory.com website. Visit the website
and sign up for email lessons to sample the footage.
Level: Recommended for intermediate level players
on up who have already completed the first volume
of Fretboard Theory.
Builds fingerstyle blues technique and independence
through musical phrases and licks
I actually wrote this book as a practice guide for
myself because I wanted a way to get different and
outside sounds using pentatonic scales, as well as to
improve my chops and have a huge variety of new
sounds at my fingertips to play over the chords you
see 90% of the time such as major/major7,
minor/minor7, and dominant chords, among others.
As well as being a scales book Alternative
Pentatonics is also a method to practice improvising
over common chords using uncommon groups of
five notes. Five notes are somewhere between an
arpeggio and a scale, as well as being the ideal
number of notes to craft some really nice phrasing
(in my opinion), as I’m sure you realized when you
first learned your minor pentatonic scale and started
jamming over a 12-bar blues. This book contains 28
new pentatonic scales divided into chord types so
that you’ll know exactly what chords you can use
them over. For the intermediate player: this book will
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give you plenty of new and interesting options for
playing over common chords and force you out of
standard pentatonic scales and/or the major scale
modes. For the more advanced player: this book
could be more about exploring possibilities than
learning scale patterns; in fact, I would suggest that
advanced players avoid even remembering the
patterns in this book. Instead, they can be used to
explore the improvisational terrain and find new
sounds, then filed away in your subconscious and
allowed to seep into your playing while you’re in the
throes of improvisation. So, if you’re stuck in a
soloing rut or are looking for new sounds, outside
sounds, exotic sounds, or even a few downright
weird sounds, this is the book for you.
Guitar looping, the creative guide is here to answer
your questions and teach you countless ways to
make music with your looper pedal.
Come to the Guitar Finger-Gym to build your skills
and develop your finesse!
A lot of students ask me how they can take their
improvisation skills to the next level and move
beyond pentatonic scales and into modes and
arpeggios. My response is to tell them not to
abandon pentatonic scales in favor of modes and
other soloing devices, but to use them as a
springboard and a solid foundation from which to
expand their harmonic awareness. If you play rock,
blues and even jazz, you’ll be using pentatonic
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scales for the rest of your life, so there’s no need to
discard them! In this book, we’ll be using the much-
loved minor pentatonic scale as the basis for
learning and having a quick way to access the
modes of the major scale, as well as the basic
seventh chord arpeggios. This means that when you
go to improvise, you'll have a vast array of options
with which to go beyond pentatonic soloing. Work
through this book daily and I guarantee you a
smooth and painless transition from pentatonics to
incorporating modes and arpeggios into your
playing.
Whether you want a complete method to learn blues
guitar or just a set of 100 excellent blues guitar licks,
this book has you covered. Most guitarists stay
locked into the same patterns and scale shapes for
years, unable to break out of the habits and licks
they first learnt as a beginner. This leads to creative
stagnation, boring solos and a sense that something
will always be missing from their playing.
(Guitar Educational). From the former editor of
Guitar One magazine, here is a daily dose of
vitamins to keep your chops fine tuned! Musical
styles include rock, blues, jazz, metal, country, and
funk. Techniques taught include alternate picking,
arpeggios, sweep picking, string skipping, legato,
string bending, and rhythm guitar. These exercises
will increase speed, and improve dexterity and pick-
and fret-hand accuracy. The accompanying CD
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includes all 365 workout licks plus play-along
grooves in every style at eight different metronome
settings.
(Guitar Recorded Versions). 13 of the best from this
German rocker and former Scorpions guitarist.
Includes: Are You Ready to Rock * Captain Nemo *
Doctor, Doctor * Gimme Your Love * Into the Arena *
Lights Out * On and On * Rock Bottom * Save
Yourself * and more.
(Musicians Institute Press). Navigate the guitar neck
better than ever before with this easy-to-use book!
Designed from Musicians Institute core curriculum
programs, it covers essential concepts for players of
every level, acoustic or electric. A hands-on guide to
theory, it will help you learn to build any scale or
chord on your own and unleash creativity. No music
reading is required.
(Instructional). A guide to learning the basic tools for
becoming a good player and musician. Includes Al's
own lesson plan system, tunes, blues patterns, jazz
chord exercises, playing and practicing tips, and a
complete guide to chords, scales and arpeggios.
How to Master the Pentatonic Scale Using the
Whole Fretboard Flying up and down the guitar neck
is easy when you know how. You just have to know
how to join the dots. This skill isn't exclusive to the
chosen few and you don't need any special talents or
be lucky enough to be born gifted. There are no
tricks, no secrets and no gimmicks. If you can play
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the common chords and you've already messed
around with the pentatonic Box 1 pattern then you've
already done the hard part; it's time to move on and
own the minor pentatonic scale ... just about the
most important scale to master in rock, blues, pop
and many other genres. Once you crack this one
important scale, the rest will become even easier
once you learn the basic concept of joining scales
and notes all over the guitar's fretboard. This book
will show you how. Learn how to connect all the
minor pentatonic positions throughout the fretboard.
Keep your focus simple. Examples are all in A minor
so that you can achieve results fast. Learn how to
break the scale positions down and piece them back
together to make them usable Includes diagrams
and easy TAB exercises. Links to download audio
examples for the exercises. Links to download a
practice / jam along track in each of the twelve keys.
Although the contents of this book are quite
straightforward, it's not recommended for absolute
beginners. You should be able to play the common
open and bar chords and preferably have at least
some experience with the minor pentatonic scale to
get the most out of it. Warning: Some practice will be
required. This book does not include magic tricks or
gimmicks, only things that actually work.
300 Blues, Rock and Jazz Licks for Guitar goes way
beyond every other 'boring' lick book, and teaches
you 300 essential guitar licks in the style of the
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world's 60 greatest rock guitarists...
"The reasoning behind the guitar's unique tuning +
chords, scales, and arpeggios complete"--Cover.
(Guitar Educational). This revolutionary approach to
chord-tone soloing features a 52-week, one-lick-per-
day method for visualizing and navigating the neck
of the guitar. Rock, metal, blues, jazz, country, R&B
and funk are covered. Topics include: all 12 major,
minor and dominant key centers; 12 popular chord
progressions; half-diminished and diminished scales;
harmonic minor and whole-tone scales; and much
more. The accompanying audio tracks feature
demonstrations of all 365 licks! Written by Troy
Nelson, author of the #1 bestseller Guitar Aerobics
and former editor-in-chief of Guitar One .
How do you NOT sound like you're just playing up
and down the scale? This question gets asked
almost daily by guitarists just like you. I wrote this
book to answer that question. Look. Everybody
knows you're supposed to practice scales if you want
to know your way around the guitar fretboard. But
nobody really talks about how to turn those scales
into musical phrases rather than just playing the
notes up and down, up and down. Melodic patterns
turn scale practice into music practice. Melodic
patterns-also known as scale sequences-have been
used by composers and songwriters from Bach to
the Beatles. They show up in every era and genre of
music. Practicing sequence patterns rather than just
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going up and down the scale is the first step to
TURN THE NOTES INTO MUSIC. It's no wonder
that scale sequences have been used for centuries
to train basic technique and musicianship skills on
practically every instrument. I'm, now, presenting this
same practice to you, the guitar player. Melodic
patterns will super-charge your lead playing. The
secret to great lead playing is melodic phrasing.
That's exactly what scale sequences teach you, to
connect your ideas-no more wandering around the
fretboard hoping to play something that sounds
good. 134 unique scale sequences for mastering the
fretboard Each sequence is shown ascending and
descending through one octave of the C major scale
and presented in both standard notation and TAB.
The scale shape and fingering used for the
sequences are shown, along with a breakdown of
the cell or melodic idea that was used to create the
pattern. FREE Sound Files Included Examples
shown in each chapter are clearly demonstrated, so
you can hear what they sound like. I've also
demonstrated many of the sequences, both slow and
fast, to help you get the feel for how to practice these
patterns. In addition, you'll get 12 backing chords-
one in each key-for you to use while practicing these
patterns.
Serious about jamming, understanding, and creating
guitar-driven music? Easy. With an approachable
and engaging style, Guitar Theory For Dummies
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goes beyond guitar basics, presenting the guidance
intermediate to advanced players need to improve
their improvisational and compositional skills. Plus,
with access to audio tracks and video instruction
online you can master the concepts and techniques
covered in the book. Key content coverage includes:
pentatonic and major scale patterns; the CAGED
chord system, chord progressions, and playing by
numbers; roots, keys, and applying scales, plus
modes and modal scales; intervals and chord
extensions; popular song references and theory
applications that help you understand how to play
popular music and contemporary guitar styles, and
create music of your own. This title also features
companion audio tracks and video content hosted
online at Dummies.com The expert instruction and
easy-to-digest information provides comprehensive
guidance on how to apply music theory concepts to
fretted instruments If you already have a handle on
the basics and want to know more about the building
blocks and theory behind guitar music, Guitar Theory
For Dummies has you covered.
Every single essential technique used by modern
guitarists is explained, taught and mastered in
Complete Technique for Modern Guitar.
Far more than just a book of licks, this guitar course
will help you learn the language of the blues soloing
and speak it fluently - with a minimum of theory.
Contains over 100 pages of clear, high resolution
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diagrams covering the construction of every common
guitar chord type. There are three different essential
voicings for each chord and plenty of information
about the context in which it is used.
The exercises in Sight Reading Mastery are limitless
and continually challenge, develop and improve your
sight reading skills - however far you advance.
Learn to Play Neo Soul Guitar With Mark Lettieri
Memorize and Master the Guitar Fretboard in 14
Days. Daily Lessons for memorizing and navigating
the guitar neck. All music is presented in easy-to-
follow popular tab format and fretboard diagrams so
you'll be able to quickly apply the material right to
your guitar. Guitar instructor and seasoned author
Troy Nelson takes you step-by-step in this easy-to-
follow guitar fretboard book. This is the ultimate
guide for learning every note of the fretboard!
Instead of staring at the guitar neck and memorizing
every note on each string, the lessons in this book
will teach you the notes in both horizontal (along the
strings) and vertical (across the strings) fashion. This
guitar fretboard book takes a novel approach to
fretboard memorization, visualization, and
navigation. What makes the book truly special is that
it removes the tedious aspects of memorizing the
neck by incorporating other musical elements into
the learning process. Revolutionary 6-step Method
for learning: Octave Shapes Major & Minor 3rd
Intervals Diatonic Triad Arpeggios Diatonic 7th-
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Chord Arpeggios Major Pentatonic Scale Patterns
Major Scale Patterns Plus, all of the music examples
are presented in rhythm guitar tab and fretboard
diagrams so you can quickly get the music off the
page and onto your fretboard! REMEMBER Free
access to instant audio downloads from Troy's
website included. BONUS Includes customer
support! Questions during practice? Email us from
our website and we will happily help you. From the
author of over 20 guitar lesson booksMemorize &
Master the Guitar Fretboard in 14 Days is written
how Troy would want to learn the notes of the
fretboard if he was starting from scratch, in his
signature, tried-and-true style. Troy has written more
than 20 books for the guitar and edited more than
100 others. Thanks for the 5-star reviewsAs an
author, Troy Nelson has sold over 250,000 books
and received more than a 1,000 reviews. A 30-year
guitar player, he's the former editor-in-chief of Guitar
One magazine, holds a degree in music, and is the
author of the #1 best-seller Guitar Aerobics. Troy's
passion is helping others learn to love the guitar as
much as he does.
FRETBOARD MEMORIZATION MADE EASY. Do
you get lost on the guitar neck? Not knowing the
notes on the fretboard is a common problem that
slows down and confuses the learning process. It's
very difficult to find your way around if you can't read
the map! Fortunately, developing a working
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knowledge of the fretboard is among the simplest
and most beneficial things a guitar player can do to
streamline and accelerate their learning. Learn Your
Fretboard offers a fresh and straightforward
approach to memorizing the guitar neck. This
handbook outlines a definitive system for fretboard
visualization that will inspire breakthroughs for guitar
players of all skill levels. Regardless of whether
you've tried and failed before, this is the perfect
companion for any guitarist wanting to develop a
command of the fretboard in real playing situations!
WHY YOU'LL LOVE THIS BOOK: Gain a
comprehensive understanding of the shape and
structure of the guitar fretboard. Learn to locate
notes, chord shapes, and scale patterns in any
position with ease. Understand how to translate
musical ideas to different areas on the guitar neck.
Be able to clearly visualize and communicate what
you're playing to other musicians. BOOK BONUS:
This book comes complete with free online bonus
material. We've compiled this online companion
course to enhance your reading experience. Extras
include audio examples, backing tracks, bonus
downloads, and more! If you like easy-to-follow
lessons, pro playing tips, and jam-packed value,
then you'll love learning from this international
bestselling instructor. SCROLL UP AND BUY NOW
TO GET STARTED!
The Circle of Fifths for Guitarists will teach you to build,
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understand and use the essential building-blocks of
music theory to become a better musician, quickly and
easily.
The guide maps out a variety of traditional Japanese
scales for guitar. Included are the THE KUMOI SCALE,
THE HIROJOSHI SCALE, THE IWATO SCALE, THE IN-
SEN SCALE, THE YO SCALE and THE IN SCALE.
Fretboard fluency trains your ears and brain to be in
charge of your fingers while also developing your internal
'dictionary' of creative, melodic approaches.
Neo-Classical Speed Strategies for Guitar is about
breaking barriers, systemising strengths, and helping you
overcome the common hurdles of speed picking by
analysing a true icon of shred guitar.
Gain new melodic tools and insight to develop your solos
and enhance your creativity.
Guitar Fretboard FluencyGuitar Fretboard
FluencyWWW.Fundamental-Changes.com
Do you love sitting at home playing guitar, but find
yourself playing the same old things over and over
without making much progress? When other musicians
invite you to jam, do you worry that you won’t be able to
keep up? Are you a veteran guitarist who has played for
years, but you’re embarrassed to admit you have no
idea what you’re doing? If you want to take your guitar
playing to the next level, compose songs like you hear
on the radio, and improvise your own music, then you
need Fretboard Theory. Fretboard Theory by Desi Serna
teaches music theory for guitar including scales, chords,
progressions, modes and more. The hands-on approach
to theory shows you how music "works" on the guitar
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fretboard by visualizing shapes and patterns and how
they connect to make music. Content includes: * Learn
pentatonic and major scale patterns as used to play
melodies, riffs, solos, and bass lines * Move beyond
basic chords and common barre chords by playing the
types of chord inversions and chord voicings used by
music's most famous players * Chart guitar chord
progressions and play by numbers like the pros * Identify
correct scales to play over chords and progressions so
you can improvise at will * Create new sounds with
music modes and get to know Ionian, Dorian, Phrygian,
Lydian, Mixolydian, Aeolian and Locrian * Add variety to
your playing by using intervals such as thirds, fourths,
and sixths * Increase your chord vocabulary by using
added chord tones and extensions to play chord types
such as major 7, minor 7, sus2, sus4, add9, and more *
Learn how all the different aspects of music fit together
to make a great song * See how theory relates to popular
styles of music and familiar songs Fretboard Theory will
have you mastering music like a pro easier and faster
than you ever thought possible. Plus, it's the ONLY
GUITAR THEORY RESOURCE in the world that
includes important details to hundreds of popular songs.
You learn how to play in the style of pop, rock, acoustic,
blues, and more! This guitar instruction is perfect
whether you want to jam, compose or just understand
the music you play better. The material is suitable for
both acoustic and electric guitar, plus it features many
references to bass. Level: Recommended for
intermediate level players on up. Video Fretboard Theory
is also available as a 21-hour video series that is sold
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separately on the author's GuitarMusicTheory.com
website. Visit the website and sign up for email lessons
to sample the footage. Fretboard Theory Volume II When
you're ready to take your playing to the next level, get
the second book in the series, Fretboard Theory Volume
II, which is also available as a 12-hour video series.
This book takes you on a journey from essential first
principles through to complex, exciting musical thory
ideas
. Drop up to 4 pounds a week, safely and
sustainably, with the revolutionary 8 week fat-loss
plan from acclaimed celebrity personal trainer, David
Kingsbury. Most diets don't work because they aren't
personalised to YOU. David has combatted that,
providing tailored menus and movement plans that
can be applied to anyone. Split into three sections,
the route to a healthier, slimmer you has never been
so easy: 1) THE PLAN - how to tailor your calorie
intake and movement regime to achieve your
personal goals 2) THE RECIPES - over 70 easy,
delicious and healthy meals to ensure weight-loss
while keeping you satisfied 3) MOVEMENT - simple
exercise routines that provide results fast Using the
methods that have worked on the actors and
actresses in X Men, Wolverine and Mamma Mia 2 to
name a few, David's easy, achievable plan will help
you get the body you've always dreamed of, for
good.
Tapping has evolved beyond the Rock and Metal
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shred of the '80s and '90s. As more technically
minded guitarists begin to play other genres of
music, tapping has become a creative and relevant
tool in every guitar player's arsenal.
This three book guitar compilation is everything you
need to get ahead on technique, theory and scales
for guitar. It includes three best-selling books.
Complete Technique for Modern Guitar, The
Practical Guide to Modern Music Theory for
Guitarists, and Guitar Scales in Context
Learning all the notes on the fretboard taking too
long? Or worse - seems impossible? This book will
unlock all the notes in 5 Simple steps! Why Should I
learn the Fretboard? Throughout my years of
experience with the guitar, I have come across
multiple "pro guitarists" who cannot name the note
they just played. Learning guitar theory with no
knowledge about the names of the fretboard is
comparable to learning complex arithmetic equations
without knowing numbers! This book will make sure
you don't end up like one of those guitarists! Here is
why you should learn the fretboard: Understand how
notes are arranged on the fretboard Create a mind
map to navigate through the fretboard Communicate
the ideas you have in your head to written format or
to other musicians Create various visual references
to make the fretboard less daunting And lots more
Why Should I buy this book? It's only fair to ask
yourself this question before spending your hard-
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earned money on anything. Here is what you'll find
inside: The whole process of learning the fretboard
simplified into 5 easy steps A step by step approach
which will give you results even if you are a complete
beginner 35+ exercises and tips to make sure you
get results as fast as humanly possible The theory
behind every concept for those who need it
Countless memory techniques to make the process
as simple as possible Beginner friendly - no prior
music experience required All this taught in less than
a day! Why this book from among the 100 others? I
know there are multiple books out there that teaches
you the exact same things. They have a lot more
reviews and have been out for longer than this book.
But here is how this book is different: Unique
memory techniques which cannot be found
elsewhere High quality pictures and diagrams to give
you the whole picture Free bonus material including
fretboard diagrams, Flash cards, Reference material
and lots more! Gives you results faster than any
book out there! I hope that was enough reasons to
make you jump onto the book! So, what are you
waiting for? Scroll up and click the BUY NOW button
to get access to such a goldmine!
100 Classic Rock Licks for Guitar goes way beyond
every other 'boring' lick book, and teaches you 100
essential rock guitar licks in the style of the world's
20 greatest rock guitarists....
Once guitar players learn the basics, they need to
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take the next step in their musical education. Scales
are the musical grammar they're looking for, and this
book is a one-stop shop for every scale guitar lovers
could ever imagine! Highlights of this valuable
reference book include: Easy-to-follow fret board
diagrams (no music reading required); Thousands of
scale shapes; Scales for every style of music,
including world/ethnic music; The basic theory
behind the scales and tips on how to use them; And
more! Musicians at all levels will enjoy the new
sounds and possibilities these scales provide, and
the accompanying audio CD demonstrates how to
use the scales in real-life musical situations. This
oversized volume contains everything guitarists need
to know about scales in a fun, down-to-earth
package!
Previously the Intermediate Book, 'Scales and
Arpeggios' has been painstakingly updated and
revised in order to build on the '2 Position Guitar
Scale System: An Introduction' Book (also available
on Amazon Kindle) by expanding the reach of the 2
Position System to include how to change between
scales, open position scales, how to stack the
positions to form larger ones, and a new section
which incorporates arpeggios into the system. The
premise of this system has always been to focus on
the musical aspect of scales, and now arpeggios,
instead of the endless memorization of patterns and
permutations you get with other systems such the
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CAGED and 3NPS ones, which means there's far
too much time wasted before they become useful.
Don't get me wrong, this is not a book of shortcuts.
You'll still have to put the work in to get good results,
but know that we've reduced that amount of 'work',
or 'woodshedding' by about 80%. What you'll get
from this system is a profound insight into how the
guitar, in standard tuning, can be understood to
effortlessly learn the tools for confident
improvisation: scales and arpeggios.
(Guitar Educational). The updated edition of this
bestseller features more songs, updated lessons,
and a full audio CD! This book will show you how to
play lead and rhythm anywhere on the fretboard, in
any key; play a variety of lead guitar styles; play
chords and progressions anywhere on the fretboard;
expand your chord vocabulary; and learn to think
musically the way the pros do. Each chapter
presents a pattern and shows how to use it, along
with playing tips and guitar insights. Absolute
beginners can follow the diagrams and instruction,
and intermediate to advanced players can use the
chapters non-sequentially to increase their
understanding of the guitar.
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